SETTING COLLAR, ROTATIONAL (SC-R)

UNIT 107

The *TechWest Setting Collar, rotational* (SC-R) is designed for use with either rotating and/or all right-hand set liner assemblies. The SC-R Setting Collar can also be used to carry bottom liners into place and then set on bottom.

FEATURES

- Top clutch allows for right hand set hangers to be set.
- Top clutch allows operator to work liner into place in a deviated well bore, as well as work the casing into place if hole fill is encountered.
- Suitable for applications where a liner top packer is not required
- Customizable for licensed premium threading or materials

SETTING COLLAR, NON-ROTATIONAL (SC-NR)

UNIT 108

The *TechWest Setting Collar, non-rotational* (SC-NR) is used to carry short drop off liners or screens to bottom where it is not necessary to use a liner hanger to suspend the liner weight.

FEATURES

- Drop off liner in open-hole to keep the hole open.
- Drop of liner screens where liner top packer or hangers are not needed.
- Suitable for applications where a liner top packer is not required
- Customizable for licensed premium threading or materials